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Description
The category browser becomes messed up if you add many levels of subdirectories. To reproduce:
1. delete all categs
2. create top categ A
3. create top categ B
4. create 2nd level categ A:A1
5. create 2nd level categ A:A1:A2
The problem should be apparent now. Top categ B appears to be a child of categ A. The problem worsens if you add another level, A:A1:A2:A3. The entire rest of the screen becomes hidden.

Solution
needs retesting in latest BRANCH-1-9

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug

Ticket ID
8

Created
Thursday 17 June, 2004 02:04:31 GMT-0000
I tried in FireFox and IE and could not recreate this error.
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